Praise for Marc Lacy and
“Rock and Fire” – Love Poetry from the Core
“Passionate, powerful prose that will soothe, stimulate and awaken your senses.”
-Donna Hill, Guilty Pleasures
“Marc Lacy is not afraid to expose his heart to the world. With meaningful words that transform
themselves into powerful melodies, Lacy presents Rock and Fire, a captivating collection of poems
written straight from the soul.”
-Naiomi Pitre, Broken Vows and In the Panty Drawer
“Marc Lacy has crafted a winner with Rock and Fire. This book is an on point reflection of soulful
poetic verse that will leave the reader dazzled.”
-Jihad, Baby Girl, Gigolos Get Lonely Too, Riding Rhythm, and Street Life
“What happens when ICE meets FIRE in the mind of a black man? Does his emotions melt or
sizzle? Marc Lacy delivers a tantalizing poetical drink of melodic ambrosia in ROCK & FIRE that’s
good to the very last drop! The SEXIEST, MOST HONEST & PROLIFIC poetry book on real
issues from infidelity, romance, and parenthood, to faith and very tempestuous circumstances HAS
ARRIVED FOR DIEHARD ROMANTIC POETRY LOVERS! You will fall in love with poetry
all over again.”
-Heather Covington, Editor-in-chief, DisilgoldSOUL Magazine, YOUnity Guild of America, and Literary
Dons
“I highly recommend that readers spend some well vested time exploring the elements of passion,
pleasure and the elsewhere of pain that summons as details in Marc Lacy’s new book Rock and Fire.
This literary travelogue is thoroughly engaging as it trespasses thematic titles such as ‘Taste Birth’,
‘You, Me and She’, and ‘Unexpected,’ a revelatory composition that seeks a decoding of nature and
creation. Lacy is the greatly expected for an investigation of ‘things that go bump in the night’ and the
rites of passage of love potions. His writings once again suggest of going beyond the hype, hoopla
and tattle telling of male and female relationships.”
Maurice Henderson, Executive Director
National Black Authors Tour

